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Abstract—One of the most important roles of financial reporting
is improving the firms’ investment decisions; however, there is not
much supporting evidence for this claim in emerging markets like
Iran. In this study, the effect of financial reporting transparency in
investment efficiency of Iranian firms has been investigated. In order
to do this, 336 listed companies on Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) has
been selected for time period 2012 to 2015 as research sample. For
testing our main hypothesis, we classified sample firms into two
groups based on their deviation from expected investment: underinvestment and over-investment cases. The results indicate that there
is positive significant relationship between financial transparency and
investment efficiency. In the other words, transparency can mitigate
both underinvestment and overinvestment situations.
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decisions, investment efficiency, transparency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NE of the financial reporting goals is facilitating the
allocation of resources in entire economy. Prior studies
showed that the most important aspect of this goal is to
improve the decision making. As we know, financial
statements are one of the best sources to obtain the desired
financial and non-financial information for decision making
purposes. If financial statements are in transparent form and
out of biased data, then the process of decision making will be
more effective. On the other hand, fast growth and changing
economic relations have caused severe competition in
commerce, industry and investment areas. According to this
condition, firms need to take proper and timely investment
related decisions for their survival and extending their
operations in the markets. Firms’ financial reporting shall
provide information that is useful for actual and potential
investors, creditors and other users for their rational
investment, lending credit and related decisions. Financial
reports shall include the necessary information for evaluating
financial condition and economic strength, evaluating
performance and profitability power, financing structure and
cash consumption, management stewardship role and doing
legal duties and providing the supplementary information for
better understanding the financial information provided and
predicting future position of the firm. Thus, these reports play
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an important role in achieving mentioned goals, and increasing
their quality can lead to more efficient investment decisions by
firms and help to maintain and extend their resources. Recent
studies claim that increase in financial reporting has important
economic consequences like increased investment efficiency
[1]-[3]. Although strong and steady theories support this
relationship, there is little evidence for this assertion.
From theoretical perspective, improvement in financial
reporting transparency has the potential to mitigate under and
over-investment problems, and recent studies also confirm this
(e.g. [4], [5]). But, we should note that this evidence is limited
to the firms in developed countries such United States. In this
research, we want to examine the role of financial reporting
transparency (hereafter transparency) in a different situation
and in which we carry out this study in an emerging market.
In this paper, we examine the relationship between
transparency and investment efficiency for a sample of Iranian
public firms, which has not been studied in the prior domestic
researches. Studying the relationship between two mentioned
variables is important because of following reasons: first, it is
inherently interesting to examine the situations in which the
presence of investment inefficiencies is more likely. For
example, some prior research concluded that private firms
have lower transparency than have public firms. The most
usual answer to this phenomenon is that private firms face less
demand for high-quality financial information. Additionally,
many prior researches suggest that the value relevance of
accounting information is lower in less developed countries in
comparison with developed ones. Surveying this area of
accounting literature on developed countries’ accounting
systems and their financial reporting quality, shows that much
or less is known about the role of accounting in emerging
markets, and research like this is virtually non-existent despite
its importance to international organizations such as the World
Bank, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB),
and others. Finally, after Iran’s nuclear deal, there will be vast
opportunities for new investments from foreign countries and
so the investment efficiency and financial transparency would
become more important than before.
Section II reviews related research and develops our
hypotheses. After that, we describe our data and our measures
of financial transparency and investment efficiency in Section
III. Section IV presents our empirical tests and results and
Section V concludes.
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II. LITERATUR
RE REVIEW AN
ND HYPOTHESIIS DEVELOPME
ENT
As mentionedd in Section II, one of the m
most importannt roles
off financial rreporting is improving firms’ invesstment
deecisions. In thiis area, theoryy suggests thatt improved finnancial
traansparency has
h
the poteential to alleeviate both uunderinvestment andd over-investm
ment problemss and recent sstudies
haave confirmedd this predictioon (for examplle [4], [5]).
Reference [66] studied oon a sample of Spanish listed
coompanies founnd that transsparency and debt maturitty are
m
mechanisms wiith some degrree of substittution in enhaancing
investment efficciency: firms with lower (hhigher) use off shortterrm debt, exhhibit higher (lower) transsparency effeect on
investment efficciency.
Reference [7]] studied the eeffect of accouunting disclosure on
m life cycles. Their
vaalue relevancee in different stages of firm
saample includeed 101 listedd companies of Tehran stock
exxchange betweeen years 20005 to 2011. Thhey found thatt there
is no significannt difference bbetween each stage in the case
c
of
mpact of discloosure quality on
o value relevaance.
im
Reference [55] studied thee relationshipp between finnancial
repporting qualitty and investm
ment efficiencyy in private firrms of
deeveloping marrkets. They surrveyed data frrom 79 countrries for
tim
me period of 2002 to 20055. The results show that finnancial
repporting qualiity positivelyy affects investment efficciency.
Fuurthermore, fiinancing throuugh banks im
mproves the role
r
of
acccounting infoormation in innvestment deccisions and reeduces
income minimizzing incentive for tax purposes.
Reference [8] found that high-qquality accounting
information of Shanghai andd Shenzhen lissted firms cann have
t
the effects of
higher transparrency. They also assert that
acccrual quality and earningss smoothness on under andd over
investment aree most signiificant. Also, [8] showedd that
coompanies withh more transsparency, havve more invesstment
effficiency and less investmeent cash flow
w sensitivity aagainst
otther companiess [2].
References [22] and [3] fouund that imprroving transpaarency
leaads to improved investmentt efficiency. R
Reference [9] studied
s
the influence of private information and
a
monitorinng on
investment efficiency both directly
d
and through
t
the role
r
of
mechanism to increase invesstment
acccounting information as a m
effficiency. Theyy expected thhat access to private inform
mation
annd applying ddirect restrictioons on investtments can inncrease
the investmentt efficiency through inccreased accounting
information quuality. Results show that although exxternal
mation
crreditors reducce the importtance of accoounting inform
quuality by coontractual reestrictions onn investmentt, but
restriction in innvestments inccreases investm
ment efficienccy and
ffect of accoounting inform
mation qualiity on
reduce the eff
investment efficciency.
Reference [10] showed in their studies that finnancial
mpact on firm’’s different chharacteristics such as
repporting has im
finnancial leverrage, investm
ment, audit quality, finnancial
strructure of the firm. They fo
found positive impact of finnancial
repporting on firm
m’s investmennt condition.
The results of [2], [11]-[[13] showed that increasinng the
finnancial inform
mation qualityy leads to deccreasing inform
mation
assymmetry annd consequenntly reduces the equity cost.
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Refference [3] higghlighted that low transpareency leads to m
make
infoormation risk aand increase capital cost.
B
Based on prrior literaturee, we test w
whether finanncial
infoormation transsparency can m
mitigate the llevel of underr and
over-investment. So, our hypoothesis is as ffollows: Finanncial
infoormation transsparency mitiigates the level of both unnderinveestment and ovver-investmennt.
III. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTIION
T
The data for thhe research haave been colleected from Teehran
Stocck Exchange ddatabase for liisted firms durring 2005 to 2015.
2
Acccording to thhe data restriictions, 346 firms have been
seleected for eachh year or 3806 Firm-yearr observationss for
whoole time periodd.

Fig. 1 Concepttual model and ddefinition of ressearch variabless

A
A. Dependent V
Variable
Innvestment effficiency: Acccording to [144], for measuuring
inveestment efficiiency, we usee deviation fr
from the expeected
inveestment formuula using the fforecasting invvestment moddel as
a fuunction of revenue growth. So, under-invvestment (negaative
deviation from expected invvestment) andd over-investm
ment
ment) are used as
(possitive deviatioon from expeected investm
ineffficiency of invvestment [5]. Below is the rresearch modeel:
Invest ,

a
a NEG ,
a %RevG
Growth ,
a NEG ∗ %Rev
vGrowth ,
ε,

in w
which: Investii,t is total invvestment in prroperty, plantt and
equipment, R&D
D expenditurees minus reveenue from seelling
fixeed assets dividded by total assets of firm i in year t, NEG
Gi,t is
a ddummy variabble which wiill be equal one for negaative
reveenue growth aamounts and zzero otherwisee, %RevGrow
wthi,t-1
is annual
a
revenuue growth ratee for firm i inn year t-1, ε i,t is
residual value
A
According to [4], the amouunt of deviation from expeected
inveestment (resiidual value) is a proxyy for investm
ment
ineffficiency. Thee negative vaalue indicates underinvestm
ment,
andd the positive one
o means oveerinvestment.
B
B.Independent Variables
1. Transparenccy:
F
For measuringg transparenccy, we havee combined four
proxxies: accrualls quality, management EPS predicction
deviation, auditorr type, and T
Tehran Stock Exchange’s
E
(T
TSE)
trannsparency scorres.
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Accruals quality: For accruals quality, we have used Jones'
modified model [15]. The estimation period is from 2005 to
2011 and the event period is from 2012 to 2015. The
estimation model is as follow:
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TAi,t / Ai,t-1= α (1 / Ai,t-1) + β1 (ΔREVi,t / Ai,t-1)
+ β2(PPEi,t / Ai,t-1) + εi,t
where, TAi,t is firm's total accrual, ΔREVi,t is change in revenue
between time t and time t-1, ΔReci,t is change in receivables
between time t and time t-1, PPEi,t is plant, property and
equipment for time t
After running the above regression during estimation period
(and calculating the coefficients of variables, we use real data
for event period in the following equation for estimating
discretionary accruals:
DACi,t = TAi,t / Ai,t-1– (α (1 / Ai,t-1)
+ β1 (ΔREVi,t- ΔReci,t / Ai,t-1) + β2 PPEi,t / Ai,t-1)

DACi,t is discretionary accruals for firm i in time t.
Management EPS prediction deviation is a dummy variable
that will be equal to 1for firms that their absolute amount of
deviation is less than the median of total observations and zero
otherwise.
Auditor type is a dummy variable which is 1 for firms that
have been audited by Iran audit organization (known as the
biggest audit formation in Iran) and zero otherwise.
TSE's transparency score is a transparency score given to
firms by Tehran stock exchange. Here, we use it in a dummy
variable form and its value equals to 1 for firms that their
scores are more than the median of observations and zero
otherwise.
C.Control Variables
Motivated by prior research (e.g., [8]), control variables of
this research are firm’s size, maintained cash flow, growth
opportunities, age, financial slack and assets tangibility.
Firm’s size is the log of total assets of firm I in year t.
Maintained cash flow is amount of cash flow which is scaled
by total assets. Growth opportunity is measured by dividing
market value to book value of the firm’s equity:
Growop = Pit / BVit
in which: Pit is market value of the firm’s equity and BVit is
book value of firm’s equity. Age is the age of the firm in
years. Slack is the ratio of cash to total assets and means extra
money that is available for the company in case of a downturn
in sales, revenue, or profit. Tangibility of assets is the ratio of
assets tangibility that is measured in the following way:
Tang =

,
,

in which, Tangi,t means tangibility of assets, PPEi,t is property,
plant and equipment of firm i in year t, and Total Asseti,t is
book value of total asset of firm i in year t
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IV. RESEARCH DESIGN
In this paper, we study the relationship between financial
transparency and investment efficiency. In the other words, we
are interested in how transparency affects investment
efficiency. For doing this, we test our hypothesis by regressing
the measure of investment efficiency in year t+1 on the
measure of transparency in year t. According to [14], we
estimate separately for underinvestment and overinvestment.
This procedure allows us to test whether higher transparency
mitigates both. Our main model is:
InvEffi,t+1 = β0 + β1Transi,t + β2Sizei,t + β3MBVi,t + β4Agei,t +
β5Slacki,t + β6Tangi,t + β7LogMaintained Cash flowi,t + εi,t
where: InvEff is deviation from expected investment
(underinvestment or overinvestment) and is the residual of the
investment model as described above. We use the absolute
value of the residuals for measuring deviation from expected
investment; and Trans is measure of transparency that the way
of its calculation method is mentioned earlier.
Motivated by prior research (e.g., [4]), we include firm size,
firm age, asset tangibility, financial slack and market to book
ratio as control variables. To the extent that transparency
mitigates under and overinvestment, we expect β1 to be
negative.
TABLE I
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE MAIN SAMPLE
Variable
Obs
Mean
STD
Min
Median
InvEff
1384 0.008
0.102 0.000 -0.038
Overi-nvestment
586
0.172
0.263 0.006
0.041
Under-investment
798
0.072
0.046 0.023
0.053
Trans
1384 0.524
0.462 0.000
0.478
RevGrowth
1384 -0.052
0.042 0.000
0.055
LogMaintained
1384 0.262
0.815 0.003
0.221
Cash Flow
Size
1384 0.172
0.726 0.078
0.152
GrowOpp
1384 2.463
1.176 0.815
2.523
Age
1384 11.483 12.021 6.119 11.925
Slack
1384 0.083
0.113 0.001
0.072
Tang
1384 0.482
0.315 0.012
0.317

Max
1.000
0.986
0.914
1.000
119.022
16.712
1.110
12.022
27.829
2.125
0.904

V. RESULTS
Table I provides descriptive statistics for our measures of
research variables. This table shows that 42% of firms belong
to the overinvestment class, while the majority of sample
firms lies under underinvestment group. This finding confirms
that firms in our sample, probably due to their difficulty in
achieving and securing external financing, are more disposed
to the problem of underinvestment rather than overinvestment.
Pearson correlations are reported in Table II. As we have
predicted, our proxy for transparency is significantly and
negatively correlated with the investment inefficiency. Other
correlations between research different variables are also
shown in the table.
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Table III reports the regression result for the test of research
hypothesis for under-investment case. The results for over-
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Variable
Trans
LogMaintained Cash flow
Size
GrowOpp
Age
Slack
Tang

InvEff
-0.429
-0.022
-0.253
0.019
-0.078
0.072
0.053

Trans
1.000
0.009
-0.063
-0.518
0.081
-0.017
0.219

investment case are also shown in the Table IV.

TABLE II
CORRELATION MATRIX
LogMaintained Cash flow

Size

MBV

Age

Slack

Tang

1.000
-0.003
0.040
0.007
0.028
-0.072

1.000
0.048
0.212
-0.283
0.102

1.000
0.041
-0.257
0.034

1.000
0.050
-0.159

1.000
-0.114

1.000

TABLE III
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINANCIAL REPORTING QUALITY AND
INVESTMENT EFFICIENCY (UNDERINVESTMENT)
InvEffi,t+1 = β0 + β1Transi,t + β2Size + β3MBV + β4Age + β5Slack
+ β6Tang + β7LogMaintained Cash flow
Standard
t-statistics
P-Value
InvEffi,t+1
Error
intercept
21.715
0.003
0.034
0.032
TRANS
-8.099
0.034
0.001
0.017
Log Maintained
-2.011
0.013
-3.128
0.183
Cash Flow
Size
-5.720
0.000
-0.062
0.004
GrowOpp
8.115
0.076
0.429
0.143
LogAge
-0.252
0.083
-1.982
0.019
Slack
3.117
0.010
0.836
0.752
Tang
1.932
0.077
0.031
0.086
Adjusted R2
0.472
F
4.982
Durbin-watson
1.815
P-value (F)
0.000
N
868
TABLE IV
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINANCIAL REPORTING QUALITY AND
INVESTMENT EFFICIENCY (OVERINVESTMENT)
InvEffi,t+1 = β0 + β1Transi,t + β2Size + β3MBV + β4Age + β5Slack
+ β6Tang + β7LogMaintained Cash flow
Standard
t-statistics
P-Value
InvEffi,t+1
Error
intercept
6.428
0.082
0.061
0.041
TRANS
-4.713
0.017
-0.021
0.043
LogMaintained
-3.101
0.014
-0.516
0.814
Cash Flow
Size
-4.114
0.043
-0.421
0.039
GrowOpp
-1.715
0.036
-0.289
0.560
Age
-0.065
0.009
-3.024
0.002
Slack
1.415
0.219
1.842
.031
Tang
0.021
0.065
0.824
0.443
Adjusted R2
0.410
F
4.115
Durbin-watson
1.917
P-value (F)
0.003
2422
868

Across two test specifications, the conclusion is that
transparency enhances investment efficiency. The results are
consistent with the Pearson correlation coefficients and are
robust to controls for our five firm-level characteristic. The
firm size is negatively and significantly associated with both
under- and overinvestment, consistent with our expectations
and prior research. Asset tangibility is positively correlated
with deviations from expected investment. Financial slack also
is positively correlated with under- and overinvestment. The
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findings of this research confirm positive association between
transparency and investment efficiency for our sample firms.
In terms of the economic significance and for example in
the overinvestment case, a decrease of standard deviation in
the Trans measure implies a decrease of overinvestment by
1.41% of total assets.
To make the story short, the results in Tables III and IV
show that, although prior research indicates that transparency
is lower in emerging markets than in developed ones, we
observe that the quality of financial reporting and transparency
affects the subsequent capital investment efficiency in
accordance with theory, even for firms in emerging markets.
Specifically, our tests confirm our hypothesis and suggest that
higher transparency enhances the investment efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the impact of financial information
transparency on the investment efficiency of Iranian listed
firms between 2012 and 2015. The findings indicate a positive
relationship between transparency and investment efficiency
measures. Also, we have found that both underinvestment and
overinvestment and financial transparency are positively and
significantly associated. In the other words, transparency by
reducing information asymmetry between internal and
external groups mitigates both under and overinvestment
situations.
In addition to complementing and developing prior
academic research, our findings should be relevant to the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, whose mission
is to aid in improving life quality and financial conditions in
developing countries, as it is likely that more efficient
investments should lead to higher social welfare.
Policymakers in governmental and international aid
organizations believe that, in developing countries, small firms
have inadequate access to external financing due to the market
imperfections [16].
Our study is subjected to some restrictions. First, we
acknowledge that both financial transparency and investment
efficiency variables likely suffer from measurement error.
Second, the results of this study do not necessarily generalize
to all emerging markets. Third, it is difficult to prove causality
and it requires more and deep research in this area of
literature. With respect to the mentioned potential caveats, we
hope that our findings will be of interest to researchers,
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standard setters and other regulators, government officials in
emerging markets, investors and finally world bank, and
others that are involved in improving economic conditions in
developing countries.
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